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RAMIFICATIONS OF THE RECENT FAA RULE
FOR WINDSHEAR SYSTEMS
ON THE
I)EVELOPMENT OF FORWARD-LOOKING SYSTEMS
H. Patrick Adamson
Turbulence Prediction Systems
Boulder, Colorado 80301
ABSTRACT
The recent. FAA rule requiring windshear systems with flight
guidance may have severe ramifications for the development of
Infrared and other forward-looking systems. The industry needs
to have and can have a more cost effective option through the
use of a forward-looking system with a reactive backup instead
of a reactive system with flight guidance. However, because
of the short time for compliance with the new FAA rule, it is
possible that existing transport, aircraft will be in fu[.|
compliance before a comprehensive investigation of all forward-
looking systems can be completed. If this occurs, it is possible
that the market for forward looking systems will be severely
reduced, thereby eliminating the economic incentive to develop
these much needed systems. Thus, to assure that this option
is available for the airlines, it behooves the industry to
immediately support an in-service evaluation of all available
forward-looking systems.
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=19910002378 2020-03-19T20:12:47+00:00Z
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Option A
OptiOn B
COST
Equipment
COST BENEFIT OF OPT IONS
Airborne reactlve LOw Level Wind Shear system with fl_ght
9uldance or
A_rborne reactive Low Level Wind Shear System end
Turbulence Prec_c%ion S_'stem_' Airborne predictive Low
Level Win_ SheLF and Clear Air Turbulence system
Oo_ion A
Reactive System
Flight Guidance
Predictive System
Hlscellaneous Materials
Installation
Reactive System 125 hrs § $50/hr
Fligh% Guidance 125 hrs § $50/hr
Predictive System 125 hrs § $50/hr
Re-Certify
Flight Guidance 20 hrs § $100/hr
Training
Simulator Modifications
Flight Guidance 4 hrslDersot:
x 2 people/crew
x 5 crews/a_rcraft
x $500 per hour
To%al Direct Cost per a_rcraft Ist yr
Down Time
Reactive System 125 hrs § $500/hr
Flight Guidance 12E hrs § S500/hr
PreOict_ve System 125 hrs § $500/hr
Total Indirect Cost per _ircraft Ist yr
Total Cost per aircraft 1st year
$ 25,000. $ 25,000.
10,000.
50,000.
10,000. 15,000.
8,250. 5,250.
8,250.
8,250.
2,000. C.
20,0C0.
c o
20.000. I 9.
}.9_.500. $_02.=_'0
E2,500. 52,500.
62,500.
__2.S00.
1125.00_,
ANNUAL SAVINGS DUE TO CA_ AVOIDANCE
$14.251flight, x 2,000 fllghts/yr 28. 500.
Cost of CAT $6.00/flight expressed In 19&4 dollars "'Report of
the National Committee For Clear Air Turbulence"; U.S.
Department of Commerce; December 1966, pp 37.
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